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Together with Joanna, you and your kids will take a journey of growth
and imagination as you learn in full color to: Celebrate every child's oneof-a-kind strengths and differences Embrace teamwork Share our talents
and abilities to make everything more beautiful Lend a helping hand and
do our best to show kindness and take care of one another The World
Needs Who You Were Made to Be is a vibrant picture book perfect for:
Ages 4-8 Grandparents, parents, teachers, and librarians Classroom story
times and discussions about diversity and being a good human being
Households that enjoy watching Chip and Joanna on Magnolia Network
and HGTV's Fixer Upper With plenty of pink, a bounty of blue, orange
and green and yellow too, this vibrant hot-air balloon adventure
celebrates every child and teaches kids that we are in this together.
“You're one of a kind, and it's so clear to see: The world needs who you
were made to be.”
Who Likes Wolfie? - Ragnhild Scamell 1996
Hoping to convince the other animals that he is not so bad, Wolfie follows
the advice of his friend Bird and tries smiling and singing with suprising
results.
Under the Same Sky - Mojgan Shamsalipoor 2017-04-26
After fleeing their homeland, Australian refugee policies threaten to tear
this young couple apart. An unforgettable story of love, hope and a quest
for freedom. At seventeen, all Mojgan Shamsalipoor wanted was to be
safe from physical and sexual abuse, go to school, and to eventually
marry for love. In Iran, she was denied all of this. Milad Jafari was a shy
teenage boy who found his voice as a musician. But the rap music he
loved was illegal in his country. All Milad's father, a key maker, builder
and shopkeeper, wanted was for his family to live free from the fear of
arrest, imprisonment or execution. To do that they all had to flee Iran.
Mojgan and Milad met in Australia. But in the months between their
separate sea voyages, the Australian government changed the way
asylum seekers were treated. Though Milad is recognised as a refugee
and will soon become a proud Australian citizen, Mojgan has been told
she cannot stay here even though the threat of imprisonment and further
abuse, or worse, means she can't return to Iran. UNDER THE SAME
SKY, is a powerful insight into the human face of asylum seekers and the
the way history has shaped the lives of these two young people. It also
shows the compassion alive in our suburbs. For Mojgan and Milad, their
love keeps their hopes alive.
The Boy at the Back of the Class - Onjali Q. Raúf 2019-08-06
Told with humor and heart, The Boy at the Back of the Class offers a
child's perspective on the refugee crisis, highlighting the importance of
friendship and kindness in a world that doesn't always make sense. There
used to be an empty chair at the back of Mrs. Khan's classroom, but on
the third Tuesday of the school year a new kid fills it: nine-year-old
Ahmet, a Syrian refugee. The whole class is curious about this new boy-he doesn't seem to smile, and he doesn't talk much. But after learning
that Ahmet fled a Very Real War and was separated from his family along
the way, a determined group of his classmates bands together to concoct
the Greatest Idea in the World--a magnificent plan to reunite Ahmet with
his loved ones. This accessible, kid-friendly story about the refugee crisis
highlights the community-changing potential of standing as an ally and
reminds readers that everyone deserves a place to call home. "This
moving and timely debut novel tells an enlightening, empowering, and
ultimately hopeful story about how compassion and a willingness to
speak out can change the world." --School Library Journal, Starred
Review Overall Winner of the 2019 UK Waterstones Children's Book
Prize Winner of the 2019 UK Blue Peter Book Award A CLIP Carnegie
Medal Children's Book Award Nominee
My Friend Earth - Patricia MacLachlan 2020-02-25
Celebrate Earth Day with this valentine to our wonderful planet from the
Newbery Award–winning author of Sarah, Plain and Tall. Our friend
Earth does so many wonderful things! She tends to animals large and

Little I-am-me - Mira Lobe 2014
Julián Is a Mermaid - Jessica Love 2019-06-18
In an exuberant picture book, a glimpse of costumed mermaids leaves
one boy flooded with wonder and ready to dazzle the world. While riding
the subway home from the pool with his abuela one day, Julián notices
three women spectacularly dressed up. Their hair billows in brilliant
hues, their dresses end in fishtails, and their joy fills the train car. When
Julián gets home, daydreaming of the magic he’s seen, all he can think
about is dressing up just like the ladies in his own fabulous mermaid
costume: a butter-yellow curtain for his tail, the fronds of a potted fern
for his headdress. But what will Abuela think about the mess he makes —
and even more importantly, what will she think about how Julián sees
himself? Mesmerizing and full of heart, Jessica Love’s author-illustrator
debut is a jubilant picture of self-love and a radiant celebration of
individuality.
Boutique Baking - Peggy Porschen 2012
Peggy Porschen is one of the most prominent and pioneering names in
contemporary cake design. This book captures the essence of Peggy's
technical skill and inspired use of colour while also ensuring that each
cake is both achievable and delicious to eat.
Kind - Alison Green 2020-01-11
Imagine a world where everyone is kind-how can we make that come
true? With gorgeous pictures by a host of top illustrators, Kind is a
timely, inspiring picture book about the many ways children can be kind,
from sharing their toys and games to helping those from other countries
feel welcome.
Life - Cynthia Rylant 2017-06-27
Cynthia Rylant and Brendan Wenzel explore the beauty and tenacity of
life. Life begins small, then grows… There are so many wonderful things
about life, both in good times and in times of struggle. Through the eyes
of the world’s animals—including elephants, monkeys, whales, and
more—Cynthia Rylant offers a moving meditation on finding beauty
around us every day and finding strength in adversity. Brendan Wenzel’s
stunning landscapes and engaging creatures make this an inspiring and
intriguing gift for readers of all ages.
Slow Samson - Bethany Christou 2019-06-13
Everyone likes Samson the sloth, and he gets lots of invitations to
parties. The problem is that he's far too slow to ever get there on time.
When Samson finally makes it to the celebration the cake is eaten and
the party games are finished. Luckily Samson's resourceful friends have
a plan!
Die schrägen Sieben - Verena Wriedt 2020-12-06
Nicht alle Kinder sind gleich! Manche strotzen vor Energie, sind wild und
laut. Andere sind still und zaghaft. Die Botschaft dieses farbenfrohen
Bilderbuchs lautet: Jeder ist anders, jeder ist gut! Die schrägen Sieben
haben eines gemeinsam – eine liebenswerte Macke. Da ist Flipsi, der
kleine Fisch, der träge und verträumt ist. Oder Lio, der Löwe. Er ist
ängstlich und zurückhaltend – im Gegensatz zu Karlchen, dem
zappeligen Krokodil. Sie alle treffen auf jemanden, der ihnen hilft, ihre
Schwächen zu überwinden, sich einzigartig und wohl zu fühlen. Es sind
sieben inspirierende Geschichten über Freundschaft und die
Herausforderungen des Lebens.
The World Needs Who You Were Made to Be - Joanna Gaines
2020-11-10
In the #1 New York Times bestseller, The World Needs Who You Were
Made to Be, Joanna Gaines celebrates how creativity and acceptance can
come together to make for a bright and beautiful adventure. The book,
illustrated by Julianna Swaney, follows a group of children as they each
build their very own hot-air balloons. As the kids work together, leaning
into their own skills and processes, we discover that the same is true for
life—it's more beautiful and vibrant when our differences are celebrated.
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small. She pours down summer rain and autumn leaves. She sprinkles
whisper-white snow and protects the tiny seeds waiting for spring.
Readers of all ages will pore over the pages of this spectacular book. Its
enticing die-cut pages encourage exploration as its poetic text celebrates
everything Earth does for us, all the while reminding us to be a good
friend in return. • Interactive format and kid-friendly art will engage
both toddlers and young readers. • A celebration of the natural world
and rallying cry for positive action for Planet Earth • Great opportunities
to share life science concepts and amazing facts about the environment
with children This beautiful and innovative ode to our natural world will
appeal to readers of Here We Are: Notes for Living on Planet Earth, The
Poet's Dog, and Thank You, Earth. • Read aloud books for kids ages 3-5 •
Earth books for kids • Climate change books for kids Patricia
MacLachlan is an acclaimed author who has written dozens of
books—from picture books to novels—including the Newbery Medal
winner Sarah, Plain and Tall and the Barkus series, also published by
Chronicle Books. She lives in western Massachusetts. Francesca Sanna
grew up on the Italian island of Sardinia. She studied illustration at the
School of Visual Arts in New York and the Academy of Art and Design in
Lucerne. Her book The Journey received five starred reviews and was
lauded by the New York Times and the Guardian. Francesca currently
lives in Zurich, but you can visit her at francescasanna.com.
Gentleman Jack - Angela Steidele 2018-11-01
Longlisted for the 2019 Portico Prize The extraordinary life of history's
first modern lesbian who inspired the popular television series
Gentleman Jack. Anne Lister's journals were so shocking that the first
person to crack their secret code hid them behind a fake panel in his
ancestral home. Anne Lister was a Regency landowner, an intrepid world
traveller ... and an unabashed lover of other women. In this bold new
biography, prizewinning author Angela Steidele uses the diaries to
create a portrait of Anne Lister as we've never seen her before: a woman
in some ways very much of her time and in others far ahead of it. Anne
Lister recorded everything from the most intimate details of her
numerous liaisons through to her plans to make her fortune by exploiting
the coal seams under her family estate in Halifax and her reaction to the
Peterloo massacre. She conducted a love life of labyrinthine complexity,
all while searching for a girlfriend who could provide her with both
financial security and true love. Anne Lister's rich and unconventional
life is now the subject of the major BBC TV drama series Gentleman Jack.
Last Week Tonight with John Oliver Presents a Day in the Life of
Marlon Bundo - Marlon Bundo 2018-03-18
100% of Last Week Tonight's proceeds will be donated to The Trevor
Project and AIDS United. HBO's Emmy-winning Last Week Tonight with
John Oliver presents a children's picture book about a Very Special boy
bunny who falls in love with another boy bunny. Meet Marlon Bundo, a
lonely bunny who lives with his Grampa, Mike Pence - the Vice President
of the United States. But on this Very Special Day, Marlon's life is about
to change forever... With its message of tolerance and advocacy, this
charming children's book explores issues of same sex marriage and
democracy. Sweet, funny, and beautifully illustrated, this book is
dedicated to every bunny who has ever felt different.
Through the Night - Stig Saeterbakken 2013-06-18
Drawing on fantasy and nightmare, Through the Night is a philosophical
horror story charting the madness of a father whose son has committed
suicide. Dentist Karl Meyer’s worst nightmare comes true when his son,
Ole-Jakob, takes his own life. This tragedy is the springboard for a
complex novel posing essential questions about human experience: What
does sorrow do to a person? How can one live with the pain of
unbearable loss? How far can a man be driven by the grief and despair
surrounding the death of a child? A dark and harrowing story, drawing
on elements from dreams, fairy tales, and horror stories, the better to
explore the mysterious depths of sorrow and love, Through the Night is
Stig Sæterbakken at his best.
Black Magick: The First Book Of Shadows - Greg Rucka 2019-05-22
The complete first chapter of the critically acclaimed series from New
York Times bestselling creators GREG RUCKA and NICOLA SCOTT,
assembled together for the first time! Rowan Black is awakening to the
almost unimaginable power that is her inheritanceÑa power she neither
wants nor is able to refuse. But all power comes at a price, and those
who seek to destroy her may not be as dangerous as those who wish to
control her. Yet when oneÕs will can alter reality, the ultimate enemy
may be the human heart. Collects BLACK MAGICK #1-11, plus additional
content, artifacts, and backmatter designed by ERIC TRAUTMANN
Beyond the Blue Border - Dorit Linke 2021-09-07
Hanna and Andreas will do anything to leave oppressive East Germany
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behind. There's one escape route open to them, but can they survive it?
Hanna and Andreas have always been friends. When they're expelled
from school for activism directly challenging the socialist state in East
Germany, they end up doing factory work. But what kind of life do they
have to look forward to without education or opportunity? Especially
when they aren't allowed a voice? The choice to risk imprisonment or
death by escaping to the democratic West seems like a risk worth taking.
They set out to swim twenty-five hours across the choppy waters of the
Baltic Sea. Linke's storytelling achieves a delicate balance between
heightened moments of danger--searchlights, jellyfish, a Russian
helicopter, a violent summer storm--and the monotony, ineffable fatigue,
physical pain, cramping, fear, and hope that fill the rest of the journey. A
memorable tale of two people risking all for a chance at freedom.
Marlon Bundo's Day in the Nation's Capital - Charlotte Pence
2019-04-09
“Marlon Bundo is the adorable bunny that should bring us all
together.”— PARENTS.COM "The rabbit's romp through Washington
takes him to places meant to illustrate the meaning of the Pledge of
Allegiance." — USA Today With the help of his “Grandma” Karen Pence,
Marlon Bundo—also known as BOTUS (Bunny of the United
States)—learns the true meaning of the Pledge of Allegiance as he tours
the landmarks of our nation’s capital. On his adventure, he learns what
makes our country so very special—and so will you! Join Marlon as he
spends his day hopping around our nation’s beautiful capital, visiting
historical monuments and memorials like the US Capitol, the White
House, and the Lincoln Memorial. You’ll get a bunny’s eye view into the
founding principles that made and make America so special. Written by
Charlotte Pence and illustrated by the “second lady” Karen Pence, this
mother-daughter duo has created yet another delightfully unique
experience for readers of all ages, both entertaining and educational!
Marlon Bundo is sure to hop right into your heart—again!
Marlon Bundo's Day in the Life of the Vice President - Charlotte
Pence 2018-03-19
NATIONAL BESTSELLER "Mike Pence's pet rabbit is the best thing
about Washington." —The Week "Marlon is ridiculously cute and appears
to be fully aware of that fact." —The Washington Post Marlon Bundo is
"an objectively good name for a bunny." —John Oliver, HBO's Last Week
Tonight "The Vice President and his wife could kiss their audience's
attention goodbye once Marlon Bundo was introduced!" — CNN,
covering Marlon Bundo's appearance at a White House military
appreciation event From the moment he hopped into the home of
America's "Second Family," black-and-white bunny rabbit Marlon Bundo
captured the hearts of Vice President Mike Pence, his wife Karen, and his
children Michael, Charlotte, and Audrey. But little Marlon Bundo isn't
just a family pet: like Peter Rabbit and Bugs Bunny before him,
Marlon—or BOTUS (Bunny of the United States)—is a national celebrity!
With his appearances at official White House events, his rides on Air
Force 2, and his popular Instagram account, Marlon Bundo has become a
beloved member of the Trump-Pence administration. So how does a
bunny experience a day in the life of the Vice President? Now young
readers can follow Marlon Bundo along as he hops after "Grampa" (Vice
President Mike Pence) in this delightful story penned by Charlotte Pence
and illustrated faithfully with watercolors from the "Second Lady"
herself, Karen Pence.
Introducing Teddy - Jessica Walton 2016-05-31
Errol and his teddy, Thomas, are best friends who do everything
together. Whether it's riding a bike, playing in the tree house, having a
tea party, or all of the above, every day holds something fun to do. One
sunny day, Errol finds that Thomas is sad, even when they are playing in
their favorite ways. Errol can't figure out why, until Thomas finally tells
Errol what the teddy has been afraid to say: "In my heart, I've always
known that I'm a girl teddy, not a boy teddy. I wish my name was Tilly,
not Thomas." And Errol says, "I don't care if you're a girl teddy or a boy
teddy! What matters is that you are my friend."
F is for Feminism: An Alphabet Book of Empowerment - 2019-02-28
This bright and bold dictionary of twenty-six thought-provoking words
from A-Z is perfect for equipping girls, boys and everyone with the words
they need to empower themselves. Including: Activism: trying to change
something important by making your voice heard Brainpower: your
ability to come up with brilliant ideas Compassion: caring about other
people's suffering Diversity: including all kinds of different people
Equality: when everyone is treated in the same way Feminism: fighting
for equality between girls, boys and everyone With bright and inclusive
artwork from illustrator Carolyn Suzuki, F is for Feminism is a great
conversation starter, and will inspire and motivate activists of all ages.
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forest friends. With vibrant art and captivating characters, the magic of
autumn is captured beautifully on each page as readers tag along
Squirrel's forest adventure. Is there truly a leaf thief afoot, or is
something else going on in Squirrel's forest? A perfect exploration of
change—both seasonal, and the anxiety that change sometimes causes.
Bonus material explaining about the changing of the seasons. Poised to
be a new fall classic. Pick up The Leaf Thief if you are looking for: A
classic read for ages 4 and up Back to school books, ideal for your
classroom, homeschool curriculum, and more! Seasonal and educational
stories about the changing seasons
A Boy Like You - Frank Murphy 2019-07-15
There's more to being a boy than sports, feats of daring, and keeping a
stiff upper lip. A Boy Like You encourages every boy to embrace all the
things that make him unique, to be brave and ask for help, to tell his own
story and listen to the stories of those around him. In an age when boys
are expected to fit into a particular mold, this book celebrates all the
wonderful ways to be a boy.
Ein Tag im Leben von Marlon Bundo - Marlon Bundo 2018-06-13
Die Autoreneinnahmen für dieses Buch werden zu 100 % an The Trevor
Project und AIDS United gespendet. In diesem Buch erzählt Marlon
Bundo von einem Tag aus seinem Leben. Marlon ist ein Kaninchen, das
bei seinem Großvater Mike Pence, dem Vizepräsidenten der USA, lebt.
Und Marlon war immer sehr einsam – bis zu diesem einen Tag, an dem
sich sein Leben für immer verändern sollte ... Ein Buch, das die Themen
Toleranz und Gerechtigkeit kindgerecht aufbereitet und sich für Vielfalt,
Demokratie und die gleichgeschlechtliche Ehe einsetzt. Niedlich, witzig
und liebevoll illustriert richtet es sich an jeden kleinen und großen Leser,
der sich schon einmal "anders" gefühlt hat.
Stories for Boys Who Dare to Be Different - Ben Brooks 2018-09-25
!--[if gte mso 9] 800x600 ![endif]-- New York Times bestseller Boys can
be anything they want to be! This timely book joins and expands the
gender-role conversation and gives middle-grade boys a welcome
alternative message: that masculinity can mean many things. You won't
find any stories of slaying dragons or saving princesses here. In Stories
for Boys Who Dare to Be Different, author Ben Brooks-with the help of
Quinton Wintor's striking full-color illustrations-offers a welcome
alternative narrative: one that celebrates introverts and innovators,
sensitivity and resilience, individuality and expression. It's an accessible
compilation of 75 famous and not-so-famous men from the past to the
present day, every single one of them a rule-breaker and stereotypesmasher in his own way. Entries include Frank Ocean, Salvador Dali,
Beethoven, Barack Obama, Ai Weiwei, Jesse Owens, and so many moreheroes from all walks of life and from all over the world.
Ein Tag im Leben von Marlon Bundo - Marlon Bundo 2018-06-13

Marlon Bundo's Best Christmas Ever - Charlotte Pence 2019-10-29
America’s favorite bunny is back! Little black-and-white Marlon Bundo
charmed his way into the hearts of Vice President Mike Pence, his wife
Karen, and his daughter Charlotte--and with national bestseller A Day in
the Life of the Vice President, Bundo became perhaps the most famous
pet bunny in America. Now, in this holiday adventure penned by
Charlotte Pence and illustrated with original watercolors by Second Lady
Karen Pence, Marlon Bundo experiences a Washington, D.C. Christmas!
The Butchering Art - Lindsey Fitzharris 2017-10-17
The gripping story of how Joseph Lister’s antiseptic method changed
medicine forever
Friends - Helme Heine 2014-12-26
Three friends--a mouse, a rooster and a pig--spend a day of adventure far
from the farm.
The Black Rabbit - Philippa Leathers 2013
Rabbit has a problem: There's a large black rabbit chasing him, and no
matter where he runs, the shadowy rabbit follows, but finally in the deep,
dark wood, Rabbit loses his nemesis—only to encounter a real foe!
The Prince Who Was Just Himself - Silke Schnee 2015-09-01
Lacking the athletic and reading skills of his older brothers, Prince Noah
uses love and compassion to save the kingdom from the Black Knight.
Queer Heroes - Arabelle Sicardi 2019-09-17
This beautiful, bold book celebrates the achievements of LGBTQ+ people
through history and from around the world—featuring dynamic full-color
portraits of a diverse selection of 53 inspirational role models
accompanied by short biographies that focus on their incredible
successes. From Freddie Mercury’s contribution to music and Leonardo
da Vinci’s Mona Lisa to James Baldwin’s best-selling essays and more,
discover tales of courage, triumph, and determination. Published to
celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Stonewall Uprising, this
extraordinary book shows children that anything is possible. Discover the
inspiring stories of these LGBT artists, writers, innovators, athletes, and
activists who have made great contributions to culture, from ancient
times to present day: Freddie Mercury, Sappho, Audre Lorde,
Manvendra Singh Gohil, Frida Kahlo, Emma Gonzalez, James Baldwin,
Leonardo da Vinci, Alexander Wang, Subhi Nahas, Tove Jansson, Alan
Turing, Michelangelo, Martina Navratilova, Sia, Tim Cook, Pedro
Almodovar, Virginia Woolf, Tchaikovsky, Vikram Seth, Yotam Ottolenghi,
Johanna Sigurðardóttir, Marsha Johnson, Sylvia Rivera, David Bowie,
Kasha Nabagsera, Lili Elbe, Matthew Bourne, Alvin Ailey, Harvey Milk,
Willem Arondeus, Nergis Mavalvala, Rufus Wainwright, Marlene
Dietrich, Larry Kramer, Didier Lestrade, Nabuko Yoshiya, Bayard Rustin,
Claire Harvey, Barbara Jordan, Josephine Baker, k.d. lang, Kristen
Stewart, Jazz Jennings, Elio di Rupo, Oscar Wilde, Harish Iyer, Khalid
Abdel-Hadi, Lana and Lilly Wachowski, Ellen DeGeneres, and Portia de
Rossi.
Ein Tag im Leben von Marlon Bundo - Marlon Bundo 2018-06-13
Die Autoreneinnahmen für dieses Buch werden zu 100 % an The Trevor
Project und AIDS United gespendet. In diesem Buch erzählt Marlon
Bundo von einem Tag aus seinem Leben. Marlon ist ein Kaninchen, das
bei seinem Großvater Mike Pence, dem Vizepräsidenten der USA, lebt.
Und Marlon war immer sehr einsam – bis zu diesem einen Tag, an dem
sich sein Leben für immer verändern sollte ... Ein Buch, das die Themen
Toleranz und Gerechtigkeit kindgerecht aufbereitet und sich für Vielfalt,
Demokratie und die gleichgeschlechtliche Ehe einsetzt. Niedlich, witzig
und liebevoll illustriert richtet es sich an jeden kleinen und großen Leser,
der sich schon einmal "anders" gefühlt hat.
Grandpa's Angel - Jutta Bauer 2005-07-12
With gentle visual humor, Jutta Bauer's simple story shows how
Grandpa's charmed life may be due to someone special watching over
him all along. Grandpa loves to tell stories about his past. There was the
time he was almost run over by a bus, the time he made a big dog cower
with just one look, and all those scary street corners he passed by
unscathed. From climbing the highest trees to surviving World War II
and starting a family, Grandpa has led an unusually blessed life. But
maybe it was more than mere luck that kept him safe. . . .
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Little Monkey - Marta Altés 2020-05-26
It's hard being a little monkey in a big troop, in an even bigger jungle -and Monkey has had enough of always missing out! She's off to climb to
the top of the tallest tree in the jungle and she's going to do it all on her
own! Except that there's someone following close behind. Someone with
claws and stripes and rather sharp teeth...
The Little Drummer Boy - 2018-10-02
This classic Christmas story about a shy boy who plays his trusted drum
for the newborn king will charm children and parents alike. A brand new
story from Bernadette Watts, never before published.
Where Happiness Begins - Eva Eland 2020-08-25
This follow-up to When Sadness Is at Your Door suggests that happiness
can always be found by looking within. This helpful picture book is a
great introduction to mindfulness and emotional literacy. A spare text
and simple illustrations encourage readers to find happiness even if it
feels far away. The book gives it a shape, turning this elusive emotion
into something real while acknowledging that you can't be happy all the
time. The thoughtful text reassures readers that when happiness is hard
to find, they can look for it in many places. Sharing something with a
friend or reaching out to someone who needs it can lead to happiness.
Recognize and treasure it when you experience it, knowing that
happiness begins with you. Perfect for kids and for adult readers tackling
these feelings themselves!
The Queen of Sorrow - Sarah Beth Durst 2018-05-15
The battle between vicious spirits and strong-willed queens that started
in the award-winning The Queen of Blood and continued in the powerful
The Reluctant Queen comes to a stunning conclusion in The Queen of
Sorrow, the final volume of Sarah Beth Durst’s Queens of Renthia trilogy.
Queen Daleina has yearned to bring peace and prosperity to her beloved
forest home—a hope that seemed doomed when neighboring forces

The Leaf Thief - Alice Hemming 2021-08-03
Perfect for fans of Fletcher and the Falling Leaves, The Leaf Thief is a
funny picture book that teaches kids about autumn, adapting to change,
and the seasons. Squirrel loves counting the leaves on his tree—red
leaves, gold leaves, orange, and more. But hold on! One of his leaves is
missing! On a quest to find the missing leaf, Squirrel teams up with his
good friend Bird to discover who the leaf thief could be among their
ein-tag-im-leben-von-marlon-bundo
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invaded Aratay. Now, with the powerful Queen Naelin ruling by her side,
Daleina believes that her dream of ushering in a new era can be realized,
even in a land plagued by malevolent nature spirits who thirst for the end
of human life. And then Naelin’s children are kidnapped by spirits.
Nothing is more important to her than her family, and Naelin would
rather watch the world burn than see her children harmed. Blaming the
defeated Queen Merecot of Semo for the kidnapping, Naelin is ready to
start a war—and has the power to do it. But Merecot has grander plans
than a bloody battle with her southern neighbors. Taking the children is
merely one step in a plot to change the future of all Renthia, either by
ending the threat of spirits once and for all . . . or plunging the world into
chaos.
The Serious Goose - Jimmy Kimmel 2019-12-03
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Meet a very Serious Goose in late-night host Jimmy Kimmel's first fun
and funny picture book! There is nothing silly about this goose. You
CANNOT make her laugh, so DON'T EVEN TRY! Written, illustrated, and
lettered by Jimmy Kimmel, this picture book challenges young readers to
bring the silly out of a very Serious Goose. Inspired by Jimmy's nickname
for his kids, The Serious Goose reminds us to be silly in a serious way.
Put your little comedians in front of a mylar mirror and challenge them
to make this no-nonsense goose smile. This delightful read-aloud is
guaranteed to create gaggles of giggles time and time again! Kimmel’s
proceeds from sales of THE SERIOUS GOOSE will be donated to
Children’s Hospital Los Angeles (CHLA) and children’s hospitals around
the country.
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